Checklist of Acceptable Standards of Uniform at WHSPA

Shoes
- TOTALLY BLACK – black uppers, black rims, no other visible colour, BLACK LACES, not coloured, not white
  - Parents please ensure that when you are purchasing shoes that they are appropriate to support growing feet, have non slip soles, protect feet in practical classes and are water proof
  - Black leather shoes are the appropriate standard

Socks
- White socks or black socks
- ¾ leggings are not acceptable
- Socks or stockings must be worn regardless of the style of shoe purchased
- All socks are to be clearly visible above the shoe line

Tunic
- Must be a reasonable length ie underwear must not be exposed when sitting
- Parents will be contacted if this is an ongoing problem

Shirts
- The school shirts with the school emblem is to be worn
- Shirts are to be buttoned up

Jackets/Jumpers
- The school jumper/cardigan and/or the school jacket or blazer are to be worn
- Non school jumpers, cardigans or jackets, even if they are black, are not appropriate
- Students with a diagnosed wool allergy are to wear the school jacket or blazer

Scarves
- Can be worn, but are to be plain black
- Coloured scarves are not acceptable

Caps/Hats
- WHSPA school cap/hat to be worn
- Wide coloured headbands are unacceptable

Shorts
- Boys - Years 7 to 12 – grey shorts
- Girls - Years 7 to 12 – school black shorts which clearly show the schools initials WHSPA
- PE shorts are not to be worn as school shorts

Pants
- Boys - Years 7 to 12 – long grey pants
- Girls - Years 7 to 12 – plain black slacks
- Tracksuit pants of any colour are not acceptable
- Jeans of any colour are not acceptable
- Leggings of any colour are not acceptable

T Shirts
- Plain WHITE only can be worn under school shirts
- Coloured T Shirts or white T Shirts with patterns are unacceptable
- Singlet tops are unacceptable
- Long sleeved T Shirts – white only – sleeves not to be visible under school shirts
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